Digital HDTV broadcasting
As HDTV goes digital keeping track of “pictures” is key
The United States is intensely investigating digital high definition television
(HDTV) terrestrial broadcasting systems.
Four different digital HDTV systems
have been proposed to the FCC Advisory
Committee on Advanced Television
Service and are being evaluated and
tested. The block diagrams shown here
are intended to give you an idea of how
these systems work. The diagrams are not
precisely descriptive of any of the
proposed systems but are generally
descriptive of all of them.
Figure 1 shows a typical digital
HDTV broadcasting encoder. A frame of
the input video is referred to as the “new
picture.” A “difference picture” is
obtained by subtracting a “predicted
picture” from the “new picture.” The
process for obtaining the “predicted
picture” will be described later.
If the “predicted picture” very
closely represents the “new picture” there
is little information left that must be
transmitted to the decoder. The first step
in video compression, then, is to reduce
the temporal redundancy in the video.
The next step often used in video
compression is reduction of the spatial
redundancy. Normally this is carried out
by transforming the “difference picture”
from a time representation to a spatial
frequency representation. This transform
is typically performed on a group, or
block, of picture elements 8 wide by 8
high. The transformed signal generally
consists of the average value of the 64
picture elements plus 63 new values, or
coefficients, whose amplitudes represent
the strength of higher and higher spatial
frequencies in the horizontal and vertical
directions. If there is a great deal of
spatial redundancy in the video, many of
these transform coefficients are small or
non-existent.
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The Buffer accepts data at whatever
rate data is being generated and outputs
the data at a constant rate consistent with
the capacity of the transmission channel.
If the input data is too high and cannot be
sustained, the Buffer will inform the
Adaptive Quantizer of this fact. This is
likely to happen whenever there is little
temporal redundancy as is the case when
the input picture is suddenly switched. In
this case the Adaptive Quantizer, in an
irreversible manner, will limit the data to
a lower bit rate. This can be done in a
number of ways. For example, one can
“round-off” the transform coefficients
maintaining less and less accuracy which
in turn requires fewer transmission bits.
One can, as well, discard those transform
coefficients that are smaller than a
predetermined threshold.
The Entropy Coder takes advantage
of redundancy in the quanitzed transform
coefficients. For example, rather than
transmit multiple sequential zero value
coefficients, the decoder can simply be
told the number of sequential zero-value
coefficients.
The output of the Adaptive
Quantizer is needed in the encoder to
simulate the picture which will be
reconstructed by the decoder. This
simulated picture is used to construct the
next “predicted picture.” Because the
encoder transmits the differences
between the “new picture” and the
“predicted picture,” the encoder needs to
construct the same “predicted picture”
that the decoder will construct. The
inverse function of the Adaptive
Quantizer is performed by the Inverse
Quantizer. The output of the Inverse
Quantizer will be identical to the input of
the Adaptive Quantizer except for any
“round-off” which was performed to
reduce the data rate.
The inverse function of the
Transform Coder is performed by the
Inverse Transform operation. The Inverse
Transform output is identical to the
“difference picture” except for the

“round-off.” If it is added to the
“predicted picture” it simulates the
picture which will be seen at the decoder
and is identical to the “new picture”
except for the “round-off.”
The simulated picture is held in a
Picture Memory so that it can be
compared with the next “new picture”
which will be referred to as “new picture
B.” The simulated picture is compared
with “new picture B” by the Motion
Estimator. Generally, small portions, or
blocks, of the simulated picture are
compared with blocks of the new picture
to determine if there was movement
between the pictures, and if so, to
determine the precise motion of each
block. The resulting Motion Vectors are
used to move these blocks of the
simulated picture to produce the
“predicted picture B.” One could have
used the previous “new picture” as the
prediction for “new picture B.” However,
the process described here gives a closer
approximation to the “new picture B”
than does the previous “new picture.”
This “predicted picture B” is then
subtracted from the “new picture B” to
produce the “difference picture B” and
the process repeats as described above.
The Encoded Coefficients from the
Buffer and the Motion Vectors from the
Motion Estimator are both required at the
decoder. They are combined with other
data such as Digital Audio, Ancillary/
Control Data, and Sync information in
the Multiplexer & Formatter. Forward
error correction is applied and then the
signal modulates a carrier producing the
RF output.
A typical digital HDTV broadcasting
decoder is shown in Figure 2. Generally,
the decoder performs the inverse function
of the encoder. The RF input is
demodulated; the FEC Decoder reconstructs the transmitted signal and corrects
errors, and the Demultiplexer separates
the data into the Encoded Coefficients,
Motion
Vectors,
Digital
Audio,
Ancillary/Control Data, and Sync.
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The Encoded Coefficients are also
processed in an inverse manner. The
Entropy Decoder performs the inverse
function of the encoder’s Entropy Coder.
The Inverse Quantizer and the Inverse
Transform perform the inverse function
of the encoder’s Adaptive Quantizer and
Transform Coder. These processes
convert the Encoded Coefficients into the
“update information.” The “update
information” is the same as the encoder’s
“difference picture” except for the
“round-off” performed by the encoder’s
Adaptive Quantizer.
The Picture Memory holds the
decoder’s last “new picture” so that the
Motion Vectors can be used to move
blocks of the last “new picture” to
produce the next “predicted picture.” The
“update information” is added to the
“predicted picture” to produce the next
“new picture.”
These descriptions have ignored one
very important issue. Consider, for
example, the situation when the video is
suddenly switched at the input to the
encoder. The “predicted picture,”
constructed from the last “new picture,”
will probably be nonsense. Provisions
must be made to handle this situation.
Generally, such situations are detected
and the Transform Coder function is
applied directly to the “new picture”
rather than the “difference picture.” The
fact that this occurred is signaled to the
decoder so that the decoder will interpret
these “encoded coefficients” as a “new
picture” rather than as “update
information.” Furthermore, the proposed
systems generally make these decisions
on a block by block basis, not a picture
by picture basis.
These descriptions also imply that
the “predicted picture” is based on a
picture from the past. It is possible to
base the “predicted picture” on a future
picture! If the order of pictures is
changed at the encoder input so that a
future frame of video is taken out of turn
(this can be done using frame stores), this
future picture can be transmitted to the
decoder as described the previous
paragraph and can be used to create a
“predicted picture.”
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Fig. 1 Typical digital HDTV broadcast encoder
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Fig. 2 Typical digital HDTV broadcast decoder
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